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Threads Primer: A Guide to Multithreaded ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 1995
Providing an overview of the Solaris and POSIX multithreading architectures, this book explains threads at a level that is completely accessible to programmers and system architects with no previous knowledge of threads.   Covers the business and technical benefits of threaded programs, along with discussions of third party software that is...
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Visual Basic 2012 Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2012


	IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT SIR ISAAC NEWTON was the last person to know everything. He was an

	accomplished physicist (his three laws of motion were the basis of classical mechanics, which defi ned

	astrophysics for three centuries), mathematician (he was one of the inventors of calculus and

	developed Newton’s Method for fi nding...
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C# and the .Net Framework: The C++ PerspectiveSams Publishing, 2001
This book covers topics ranging from the general principles of .NET through the C# language and how its used in ASP.NET and Windows Forms. Written by programmers for programmers, the content of the book is intended to get readers over the hump of the .NET learning curve and provide solid practical knowledge that will make developers productive from...
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Common Lisp Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2015

	Find solutions to problems and answers to questions you are likely to encounter when writing real-world applications in Common Lisp. This book covers areas as diverse as web programming, databases, graphical user interfaces, integration with other programming languages, multi-threading, and mobile devices as well as debugging techniques and...
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Python for Unix and Linux System AdministrationO'Reilly, 2008
Python is an ideal language for solving problems, especially in Linux and Unix networks. With this pragmatic book, administrators can review various tasks that often occur in the management of these systems, and learn how Python can provide a more efficient and less painful way to handle them.
  
  Each chapter in Python for Unix and...
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C++ Concurrency in Action: Practical MultithreadingManning Publications, 2010

With the new C++ Standard and Technical Report 2 (TR2), multi-threading is coming to C++ in a big way. TR2 will provide higher-level synchronization facilities that allow for a much greater level of abstraction, and make programming multi-threaded applications simpler and safer.

As a guide and reference to the new concurrency...
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Java/J2EE Job Interview CompanionLulu.com, 2005
Have you got the time to read 10 or more books and articles to add value prior to the interview? This book has been
written mainly from the perspective of Java/J2EE job seekers and interviewers. There are numerous books and articles
on the market covering specific topics like Java, J2EE, EJB, Design Patterns, ANT, CVS, Multi-Threading,...
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Objective-C (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A soup-to-nuts guide on the Objective-C programming language


	Objective-C is the language behind Cocoa and Cocoa Touch, which is the Framework of applications written for the Macintosh, iPod touch, iPhone, and iPad platforms. Part of the Developer Reference series covering the hottest Apple topics, this book covers...
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C# Deconstructed: Discover how C# works on the .NET FrameworkApress, 2014

	C# Deconstructed answers a seemingly simply question: Just what is going on, exactly, when you run C# code on the .NET Framework?


	To answer this question we will dig ever deeper into the structure of the C# language and the onion-skin abstraction layers of the .NET Framework that underpins it. We’ll follow the...
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Multithreading in C# 5.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Multithreaded programming can seem overwhelming but this book clarifies everything through its cookbook approach. Packed with practical tasks, it's the quick and easy way to start delving deep into the power of multithreading in C#.


	Overview

	
		Delve deep into the .NET threading infrastructure and use...
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Java 5.0 Tiger: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
This no-nonsense, guide by bestselling Java authors Brett  McLaughlin and David Flanagan jumps right into Tiger. Using  the task-oriented format of this new series, you'll get  complete practical coverage of generics, boxing and  unboxing, varargs, enums, annotations, formatting, the  for/in loop, concurrency, and more.

Enter Java...
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Python GUI Programming with Tkinter: Develop responsive and powerful GUI applications with TkinterPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to create visually stunning and feature-rich applications by empowering Python's built-in Tkinter GUI toolkit

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore Tkinter's powerful features to easily design and customize your GUI application
	
			Learn the basics of 2D and 3D animation...
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